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As clinicians we all want to improve care for our patients. 
We can do that in two ways. We can do what we currently 
do better, or we can do new things (better). The devel-
opment of large clinical academic trials groups and net-
works has enabled clinicians to understand what particu-
lar clinical care leads to better patient-centred outcomes. 
Ironically, we have learnt that many of our “usual” inter-
ventions either provided no benefit or were even harmful. 
Thus, clinicians, can improve the safety and effectiveness 
of critical care practice. But when it comes to innova-
tion—new therapeutics and novel diagnostics—then it is 
hard to imagine that we could achieve this without input 
from or partnership with industry. Furthermore, a brief 
walk around an ICU illustrates cogently the vast num-
ber of devices used and drugs being infused, all of which 
originated in industry, some with much and some with 
little clinician scientist input. We argue herein that such 
collaboration is not only acceptable, it is also necessary 
and can be done ethically, using established guidelines 
and conflict of interest disclosure.

Sceptics point out that there have been few new thera-
peutics in routine critical care despite industry’s repeated 
attempts in recent decades. But that does not mean that 
we should abandon working with industry. One indeed 
might argue that more thought-leader and bedside cli-
nician input is needed in the discovery (selecting tar-
gets) and validation (better trial design using better 

patient-centred outcomes) stages. In other medical spe-
cialties, innovations from industry have revolutionised 
patient management and improved outcomes. HIV care 
and outcomes were completely changed within a gen-
eration because of multi-drug antiretroviral therapy that 
was developed in conjunction with industry [1]. Immune 
checkpoint inhibitors and other immunotherapies are 
now transforming oncology. If we want similar success 
in critical care then we argue that it is vital that we col-
laborate with industry to strengthen the underpinning 
science and later clinical development.

It is frequently reported that industry-sponsored 
research is more likely to publish positive findings from 
clinical trials than academically sponsored trials [2]. The 
reasons for this are likely multi-factorial. Certainly, the 
plethora of industry-sponsored “me-too” drug and device 
trials where new interventions are shown to be non-
inferior to current drugs and devices minimally advances 
care. The requirement for prospective trial registration 
should mitigate delayed or selective publication of unfa-
vourable results. We contend that academic collaborators 
in industry-led research should push industry to con-
tinue to improve in this area.

We and others suggest that the chances of more posi-
tive trials could increase by using better methodology. 
The competitive market place requires stringent criteria 
for industry to select only the most promising early stage 
agents to progress to the really expensive stage—clinical 
development. The subsequent trials methodology must 
be strong. Some studies report industry collaboration 
trials were more likely to use high-quality methods than 
trials without industry funding [3]. Other reports found 
limited but important differences; industry studies were 
more likely to be at low risk of bias because of blinding 
but more likely to yield conclusions that did not align 
with the results compared with non-industry studies [2].
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Of course, there need to be appropriate checks and 
balance. There are always concerns about the risk of bias 
when money is involved but there are plenty of other 
sources of bias that may be as, if not more, important 
[4]. There are well-established and evolving guidelines 
for ethical conduct of academics with industry regard-
ing disclosure of conflicts of interest such as the Sunshine 
Act in the USA requiring industry to disclose annually 
its payments to physicians [5]. Any agreements between 
academia and industry, including payments both directly 
to the individual and to their institution (which may 
play a valuable role in supporting an academic labora-
tory), should be disclosed so that reviewers and readers 
can evaluate possible bias. Although payments direct to 
physicians have a clear potential to be a conflict of inter-
est, payments to institutions also have this potential and 
so should be declared too. Robust contracts ensure that 
the highest standards of research are maintained, includ-
ing publishing protocols and analytical plans prospec-
tively and agreeing that all results will be made public in 
a timely fashion, regardless of the study outcome. Rules 
over intellectual property must be agreed in advance. 
Fortunately, there are well-established principles [e.g., 
Lambert agreement used by the UK Medical Research 
Council (MRC)] that standardise template contracts to 
unify university-industry research collaborations.

Although harder to quantify, academic bias is now rec-
ognised as another potential source of bias to be consid-
ered. Requirements to publish and bring in grant income 
to academic institutions are still key measures to achieve 
promotion and tenure. It is still easier to publish positive 
results in high-impact journals and secure the next big 
grant based on positive results of previous work. It can 
be argued that a lifelong tenured academic position is 
probably worth more in financial terms than a short-term 
industry collaboration.

The benefits of industry-academic collaborations are 
recognised by major medical grant-giving bodies that 
have joint industry-academic grant schemes (e.g., UK 
NIHR Invention for Innovation fund [6], Wellcome 
Trust’s Health Innovation Challenge Fund [7], EU Inno-
vative Medicines Initiative [8]). Relevant to critical care 
is the recent Experimental Medicine Initiative to Explore 
New Therapies (EMINENT) network supported by the 
UK MRC and with matched support from GSK that pro-
vides unique access to a portfolio of experimental drug 
compounds [9]. Academic researchers from five universi-
ties will work with industry partners to better understand 
the mechanisms of inflammatory and fibrotic lung dis-
ease to then develop new treatments.

As critical care understands how genomics influ-
ences patient outcomes and response to treatment [10], 

collaborations such as the Structural Genomics Con-
sortium will be key to drive innovative research in this 
area [11]. This not-for-profit organisation, with multiple 
academic and industry partners, provides an open col-
laborative network so that its research is available to the 
scientific community with no strings attached.

The benefits of such public-private collaborations are 
recognised by governments throughout the world. The 
recent UK Life Sciences: industrial strategy points out 
that innovation is key to improving outcomes for patients 
but also lays out the case for public investment in bio-
medical and health research to improve outcomes and 
to deliver strong economic growth [12]. We as clinical 
academics must drive this agenda for the health of our 
patients as well as the wealth of our nations.

If clinician-scientists and clinicians choose not to col-
laborate and consult with industry, then industry will 
push ahead without us. Industry employs clinicians, but 
many will have given up clinical work some years ago 
and so can be out of touch with current clinical prac-
tice. Accordingly, we need the best practising clinicians 
to help guide research development. Although industry’s 
fundamental objective is to generate profit for its share-
holders, if it develops effective treatments then two com-
plementary objectives can be achieved—better outcomes 
for patients and increased revenue for industry. Again, 
the HIV story illustrates this paradigm.

Clinical scientists will continue to innovate but if we 
want to translate this into improved patient care we need 
industry collaboration. A good example comes from this 
journal recently, where academic investigators dem-
onstrated that cell surface markers predict risk of sub-
sequent infection (INFECT study [13]). Collaboration 
with industry was an essential ingredient to conduct this 
multi-centre study, to provide standardised assays across 
all sites over time and to allow appropriate and meaning-
ful analysis, interpretation and publication.

In conclusion, there are undoubtedly exciting innova-
tions around the corner for critical care, including rapid 
pathogen detection, -omic technologies to stratify and 
personalise patient care [14, 15], artificial intelligence to 
aid diagnoses and treatment decisions [16], new immu-
nostimulation [17] and stem cell therapies [18]. To think 
that we as clinical academics can develop these on a 
large scale, on our own, is naïve and we should there-
fore actively collaborate with our industry colleagues 
to robustly test them and make them a reality for our 
patients.
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